Where is Infinite
Campus in the next
25 years?
“It has been said that the best way to predict the future is to invent
it. When I served as a technology director I saw the power of
personalized learning in special education and predicted it would
be the future of general education. Our work with competencybased learning and responsive scheduling is moving the market
in that direction. Our use of machine learning in predicting and
preventing dropouts has shown that we can leverage the massive
amount of data we collect to alter student outcomes. We also
realize technology is not enough and will continue to work with
local schools, educational service agencies, state departments of
education and the federal government to develop solutions that
make a difference.”
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO

Look to the future.
Read more predictions from
our employees at:
infinitecampus.com/25

“We will have
multiple satellite
offices across
the nation.
Each office
will specialize
in regional
demands,
yet work
continuously to
build districts
that are ‘Campus
Champions.’”

“Known as the most desired software
company to work for across the nation
because of the positive and dramatic
impact it has had on children’s lives.”
Jeff, Chief Technical Officer

Cheril, Support
Advisor

Dave, Chief Product
Officer, Business
Administration

“Be the only
American-owned
SIS available.”
Stephanie, Project
Manager

“Campus will
see adoption
of the Business
Administration
Suite at a rate
equal to what
we’ve achieved
with the student
information
system. In
addition, our
focused efforts
with Teaching
and Learning will
continue to grow
and mature to its
place ensuring
Campus is the
most popular
system in the
United States.”

“Not only be the #1 SIS in the country,
but since we will have colonies on Mars,
it will be the #1 SIS in the Solar System.”
Josh, Training Specialist
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